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Abstract. In recent years, deep learning has emerged as a potent tool
across a multitude of domains, leading to a surge in research pertaining
to its application in the Wearable Human Activity Recognition (WHAR)
domain. Despite the rapid development, concerns have been raised about
the lack of standardization and consistency in the procedures used for
experimental model training, which may affect the reproducibility and
reliability of research results. In this paper, we provide an exhaustive
review of contemporary deep learning research in the field of WHAR
and collate information pertaining to the training procedure employed
in various studies. Our findings suggest that a major trend is the lack
of detail provided by model training protocols. Besides, to gain a clearer
understanding of the impact of missing descriptions, we utilize a con-
trol variables approach to assess the impact of key tunable components
(e.g., optimization techniques and early stopping criteria) on the inter-
subject generalization capabilities of HAR models. With insights from
the analyses, we define a novel integrated training procedure tailored
to the WHAR model. Empirical results derived using five well-known
WHAR benchmark datasets and three classical HAR model architectures
demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed methodology: in particu-
lar, there is a significant improvement in macro F1 Leave-One-Subject-
Out (LOSO) Cross-Validation (CV) performance.
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1 Introduction

Wearable Human Activity Recognition (WHAR) is a process that aims to classify
human actions within a specific temporal boundary based on measurements, e.g.,
acceleration, rotation speed, and geographical coordinates, gathered from per-
sonal digital devices [49]. It is central to numerous applications and services. For
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instance, in the smart homes [36,5,9], accurately detecting a user’s activity, such
as watching television, can enable the automation of derivative tasks like adjust-
ing room light levels. Similarly, in industrial manufacturing [31,1,14], recognizing
a worker’s current task could aid in suggesting sequential actions for workflow op-
timization. In the context of road safety [11,55,58], identifying a driver’s present
driving behavior or mental states can catalyze measures to improve road safety.
These applications place high-performance demands on a WHAR system, neces-
sitating the guarantees of sufficient data and high-performance models.

Wearable technology has experienced significant growth in recent years, with
nearly 500 million units shipped globally by the end of 2022, a 500% increase
from the 82 million units shipped in 2016. Smartwatches are projected to be
the most popular, accounting for 216 million units in 2022. Smart trackers and
glasses follow, with 105 million and 32 million units, respectively. Equipped with
various sensors, these devices offer advantages such as unobtrusive continuous
data collection, direct user contact, and long battery life. Consequently, they
provide detailed insights into human behavior, making wearables a key platform
for developing applications that automatically recognize human activity.

On the other hand, since the introduction of AlexNet in 2012 [29], deep
learning has made significant strides, yielding outstanding results across mul-
tiple domains. Early advancements in these domains have inspired develop-
ments in WHAR. These include the utilization of Convolution Neural Net-
work (CNN) [30] for feature extraction [22], the integration of Long Short-Term
Memory (LSTM) [17] with CNN for capturing temporal relationships (CNNL-
STM) [38], and the incorporation of transformer [52] for managing information
interaction between sensors [57]. In addition, newer technologies like attention
mechanisms [52] are also leveraged inWHAR [60]. According to Google Scholar 1,
from 2021 to the present, a total of 1,660 academic articles have contained the
keywords ”human activity recognition” and ”neural networks” in their titles.

Although these factors have contributed to the rapid growth of WHAR, they
also pose challenges in terms of reproducing recent work and benchmarking
research. There is a noticeable lack of attention given to explicating the process
by which experimental models are trained. The training process of a model,
encompassing the trajectory of model development from initialization to gaining
expertise in a specific task, plays a pivotal role in determining the model’s final
performance.

A comprehensive description of the training process should include the fol-
lowing components:

(i) Dataset Description: WHAR data is typically multimodal and may
include data collected by several different sensors. This data may vary in terms of
sampling frequency, data quality and position of wearing. Therefore, the dataset
description is intended to provide a brief overview of the dataset, including
aspects such as data source, number of features, sensor type and sensor position.

(ii) Model Parameters Setting if present: These parameters pertain to
the specific architecture of the model, like the number of layers and neurons per

1 https://scholar.google.com.
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layer. Selecting the appropriate network architecture parameters impacts the
model’s representational capability and training efficiency.

(iii) Data Preprocessing: WHAR data is often noisy and may contain
missing data due to factors like the quality of the sensors and data storage and
transmission methods. Data preprocessing refers to a series of operations that
cleanse or transform raw data to make it suitable for model training before it is
fed into the deep learning model. It also typically involves dividing the data set
into training, validation and test sets for model training, tuning and evaluation.
Due to the high subject dependency of WHAR data, the way the dataset is
partitioned will greatly affect the results of model training and testing.

(iv) Batch Size and Maximum Epoch Setting: The former is the quan-
tity of training samples used in each parameter update. Its selection will directly
affect the efficiency and stability of training. Larger batches can speed up the
training process, but may require more memory resources; while smaller batches
can better control parameter updates, but the training process may become
noisier and require more iterations to reach convergence. The latter refers to the
number of epochs the dataset undergoes during the training process. Setting it
too small may cause the model to fail to converge, while setting it too large may
cause the model to overfit.

(v) Optimizer Setting: In the training of deep learning models, the op-
timizer plays a crucial role in guiding the update of network parameters by
computing gradients via backpropagation, thereby aligning the network’s out-
put more closely with the expected values. Different optimizers have distinct
characteristics, and therefore, may be specifically selected for the different tar-
get domains [45]. Stochastic gradient descent (sGD) [44] is referred to as one
of the most straightforward approaches, but may stuck in local minimum and
requires more delicate hyperparameter tuning. Adam [28] is the most commonly
used optimizer in WHAR field and can adaptively adjust the step size and mo-
mentum, but it is more sensitive to input noise. Adagrad [12] adjusts the learning
rate and momentum by utilizing historical training information, making it more
suitable in case the gradients are sparse.

(vi) Learning rate strategy: The learning rate is used to control the step
size of the model parameters update. Its setting directly affects the efficiency of
model training and the speed of convergence. When training a deep model, we
usually set an initial value for the learning rate and then gradually adjust the
learning rate through the scheduler during the learning process to improve the
convergence efficiency and final performance of the model [3]. Step [40] is the
most popular approach in WHAR field, which decreases the learning rate by a
certain ratio after a predefined number of epochs. More advanced schedulers,
such as CosineAnnealingLR (Cos) [35] can accelerate model convergence and
reduce the risk of overfitting by warming-up the learning rate. Cosine annealing
with warm restarts (Cos&Restart) [35] helps the model jump out of local minima
by restarting it periodically to find the global optimal solution.

(vii) Early stopping strategy: Early-stopping [33] is a method that can
mitigate model overfitting and reduce training time as well as resource con-
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sumption. It involves monitoring model performance on a validation set (early
stopping base) and stopping training once validation performance no longer im-
proves within a certain number of epochs (patience).

(viii) Final model selection strategy: Strategies for selecting the end
model, e.g., the last epoch model, model with the smallest evaluation loss, etc.

(ix) Validation&Test setting: Rigorous evaluation to measure model ef-
fectiveness.

(x) Additional details: These may pertain to other relevant aspects not
covered by the above categories. For instance, certain training schemes may in-
corporate bespoke techniques, such as switching between different loss functions
during the training phase.

By comprehensively articulating each stage of the training process, the in-
tention of the training process description is to provide the reader with the abil-
ity to accurately replicate the experimental result described in the publication.
Such documentation reinforces the transparency and integrity of the research,
elements that are paramount in the field of deep learning science.

Nonetheless, our analysis points out that while nearly all publications de-
liver comprehensive details about dataset descriptions, model parameters set-
ting, data preprocessing, and validation and test settings, there is a notable lack
of exhaustive detail in other aspects.

Until now, the majority of review articles in the realm of WHAR have mainly
concentrated on outlining various machine learning and deep learning architec-
tures, with an emphasis on model design. Contrary to this trend, our research
pivots its focus towards a comprehensive analysis of the model training process
in the context of WHAR. To the best of our knowledge, this survey stands as
a pioneering effort specifically targeting descriptions of the model training pro-
cess. Through this exploration, we endeavor to shed light on the current state of
model training process narratives in the relevant literature and proffer recom-
mendations to guide future scholarly pursuits in this domain.

The key contributions of our work can be summarized below:

– To the best of our knowledge, we are the first in the WHAR field to write
a review that focuses on the model training procedure in various research
papers.

– This study delivers insights into how models have been trained in recent
years. It identifies prevailing issues about model training in the field and
highlights the potential consequences of these problems using control vari-
ables.

– In response to these identified issues, we propose a countermeasure and pro-
vide experimental evidence of its efficacy.

– We are releasing the proposed training procedure as an open-source package
to aid in further research in this field.
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Table 1. Summarize of the hyperparameters and the corresponding range in model
training procedure.

Parameter Range

Optimizer {sGD [44], ADAM [28], Adadelta [56], Rmsprop}
Learning Rate [1e− 1, 1e− 5]

Weight Decay [1e− 1, 1e− 8]

Scheduler {Step [51], LRPlateau [47], Cos [35],
Cos+restart [35]}

Scheduler Base {Train Loss, Validation Loss, Train Metric, Valida-
tion Metric}

Scheduler Patience (epoch) [1, 100]

Batch Size [16, 512]

Maximum Epoch [10, 1500]

Early Stopping {Yes, No}
Early Stopping Base {Train Loss, Validation Loss, Train Metric, Valida-

tion Metric}
Early Stopping Patience (epoch) [1,100]

Model Selection Base {Last, Train Loss, Validation Loss, Train Metric,
Validation Metric}

2 Search Strategy

We followed Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic review and Meta-Analysis
Protocols (PRISMA-P) to select relevant and important articles for our research
target. We completed this search using two protocols: the search protocol and
the three-level exclusion protocol.

Search Protocol: We utilized Google Scholar, a free academic search engine
provided by Google, as our search platform. It provides an extensive coverage
of academic literature across numerous disciplines worldwide, such as journal
articles, theses, conference papers, and more. Its database is regularly updated,
ensuring access to the most recent academic literature. Google Scholar sup-
ports keyword-based searches to retrieve related articles. In alignment with our
research goals, we initially used the following three keyword sets for our explo-
ration: (”Human Activity Recognition” OR ”HAR”), (”Machine learning” OR
”Deep learning” OR ”Neural network”), and (”Wearable” OR ”Smartphone”
OR ”Smartwatch” OR ”Smartglasses” OR ”Smartband”), combined with the
platform’s limited search statements. In light of our objective to analyze the lat-
est developments, we limited the search time frame to 2021 through June 2023.
Through this procedure, we sourced a total of 4,960 articles.

Three-Level Exclusion Protocol: We prioritized relevance and ranked
papers by their impact and subsequently excluded duplicates, non-English ar-
ticles, non-conference/journal papers, and those lacking references. We filtered
out articles whose titles did not align with our research purpose. This initial in-
spection helped us narrow down to 274 articles. By reading the abstracts of these
274 articles, we removed survey articles and those that focused on other types
of Human Activity Recognition (HAR) tasks. The second filtering phase yielded
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208 papers. On downloading these papers and swiftly reviewing their contents,
we discarded those primarily focusing on machine learning models, data collec-
tion, and data processing. The third and final filtering round culminated in a
total of 102 papers.

3 Observation

In deep learning, beyond the inherent model parameters optimized using gradi-
ent descent, several hyperparameters critically influence a model’s performance.
These include the number of layers, kernel sizes, and training aspects like opti-
mizer selection and batch size. These hyperparameters are not directly learned
through training but profoundly affect the model’s structural complexity, train-
ing speed, and overall efficacy.

Table 2. Summarize of the hyperparameters tuning result.

Dataset Optimizer Learning Rate Batch Size Epoch

[13] 1e− 3 / / 50

[8] Adam 1e− 3 64 50

[23] / 1e− 3 512 /

[10] Adam 1e− 3 400 120

[42] / / 50 /

[53] / 1e− 4 400 /

[39] / 1e− 6 / /

[48] Adam 1e− 2 64 /

[34] / 3e− 4/6e− 4/8e− 5 2 / /

[23] / 1e− 3 512 /

[27] Adam / / /

[6] / 1e− 3 / /

[15] / 1e− 3 64 50/

[2] / 1e− 3 64 75

[24] / 1e− 3 64 50

[37] Adam 2.5e− 3 64 50

The description of the training process in a research paper is essentially a
record of the values taken for these parameters. It ensures that the entire training
process of the model is unambiguous. Table 1 summarizes the hyperparameters
that describe the training process, along with their common ranges within the
WHAR domain as derived from 102 studied papers.

For a specific task, hyperparameter tuning aims to identify the optimal config-
uration of hyperparameters leading to the best model performance e.g. through
Bayesian Optimization [54], reinforcement learning [20] or Monte Carlo [19,18].
However, as demonstrated in Table 1, the search space for training model hy-
perparameters is vast. It leads to substantial computational costs associated
with hyperparameter tuning, especially for tasks like WHAR that involve large
datasets and complex feature extraction using complex models. Individual model
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training on the classic oppo [7] dataset can take approximately one hour on Tesla
P100 3. Performing systematic hyperparameter searches incurs significant time
and computational resource expenses. Furthermore, considering typical limita-
tions in paper length and the focus of WHAR-related papers on introducing new
model structures, algorithms, or theories, hyperparameter tuning is generally not
the primary focus. Among the 102 papers we analyzed, only 16 of them (15.7%)
involved hyperparameter tuning. Table 2 summarizes their tuning results.

We observe that all these works only explored a subset of the hyperparam-
eter space. Most concentrated on seeking for the learning rate and batch size,
followed by the number of epochs and the choice of optimizer. There is a lack
of exploration in other hyperparameter dimensions. Additionally, we found that
the results of the search efforts were relatively consistent regarding optimizer
and learning rate. All searches pertaining to the optimizer ultimately converged
on selecting the Adam optimizer [28]. The majority of chosen learning rates were
around 1e − 3, accounting for 64.3% of similar searches. Epoch values mostly
centered around 60. Batch size results were polarized, with half of the studies
selecting a size of 64, while the other half opted for batch sizes above 400. This
apparent inconsistency in the search results further emphasizes the significance
of hyperparameters. It underscores that the required hyperparameters can vary
significantly based on differences in models and data.

Apart from the 16 articles that engaged in hyperparameter tuning, the re-
maining 86 articles addressed the potential adverse effects of neglecting hyper-
parameter tuning through various strategies. Some adopted parameter settings
from similar works, while the majority rely on empirical choices [59,21]. Figure 1
illustrates the hyperparameter setting made by these articles in terms of the four
mentioned parameters. Similar to the tuning results, these studies also predom-
inantly favored the Adam optimizer [28]. Concerning learning rates, in addition
to 1e − 3, 1e − 4 was also a popular choice. The setting of the epoch number
deviated from the tuning results. Most of the works leaned towards larger epoch
values. This trend could be attributed to the application of techniques like early
stopping. In early stopping scenarios, even if a large number of epochs is set,
training can be terminated ahead of time if specific conditions are met. For in-
stance, if the validation loss ceases to decrease, training can halt prematurely.
These strategies aim to mitigate the negative impact of neglecting exhaustive
hyperparameter optimization. While they might not yield the optimal perfor-
mance, they offer a practical approach given the resource constraints, limited
paper space, and the specific focuses of the papers in the WHAR domain.

Additionally, we observed in Figure 1 that the ”none” category has a high
occurrence rate across all plots. This signifies that, using batch size as an ex-
ample, in these papers, 45% of them did not provide a description of the batch
size. This indicates an incompleteness in the descriptions of their model training
process. This scenario is likewise seen in other hyperparameter plots.

Figure 2 presents a summary of the descriptions related to parameter sched-
ulers across all reviewed papers. It was found that 81% of the articles lacked

3 The performance is tested with https://colab.research.google.com/.
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descriptions about schedulers. Moreover, only 6% of the articles described early
stopping procedures, and only 9% outlined the final model selection process.

Fig. 1. Distribution on the four hyperparameters Optimizer, Learning Rate, Batch
Size, and Epoch across all reviewed papers. ’none’ indicates that there is no corre-
sponding description in the paper.

Intuitively, it is clear that challenges due to descriptive deficiencies can sig-
nificantly affect the reliability and reproducibility of the corresponding articles,
underscoring the need for a standardized and comprehensive description of model
training. However, the actual strength of the impact of the parameters describing
the model training process, for instance, optimizer settings (type, learning rate,
weight decay), early stopping strategies and model selection strategies, on the
WHAR model end performance remains an open question, which is discussed in
the next section.

4 Control-Variates Analysis

This section aims to investigate the independent impact of the aforementioned
factors on the final model performance in WHAR context. To achieve this, we
employ the control-variates method and run experiments with CNNLSTM [38]
model on the HAPT [43] dataset. The baseline training procedure is derived
from the collected papers by identifying the most frequently utilized hyperpa-
rameters (as described in section 3) in the training procedure. Specifically, an
Adam optimizer [28] is employed with an initial learning rate set at 1e− 3 and
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no weight decay. Cross-entropy is selected as the loss function, along with batch
training set to a batch size of 64. The maximum number of epochs is capped
at 60. A step scheduler is also utilized to reduce the learning rate by a fac-
tor of 0.1 every 10 epochs. For early stopping, we use a 10-epoch patience also
based on validation loss. The test model selected runs on the least validation
loss post-training. Figure 3 visualizes the validation loss during the training in
control-variates experiment for hyperparameter: optimizer, learning rate, weight
decay and batch size.

Fig. 2. Distribution of choices for scheduler hyperparameters across all reviewed pa-
pers.

Figure 3(a) depicts the impact of diverse optimizers (i.e., sGD [44], Ada-
grad [12], and Adam [28]) on model training. Our analysis finds notable vari-
ance in results across these optimizers. Of the three, Adam [28] yields the best
performance. Conversely, sGD [44] does not converge due to its hyperparameter
sensitivity and inappropriate initialization.

Figure 3(b) illustrates the effect of different initial training rates. Notably,
although the baseline Adam optimizer [28] can adaptively adjust the step size,
which is almost equivalent to adjusting the learning rate, the initial learning
rate still plays a crucial role in the model training. In particular, setting an
improper initial learning rate may hinder the model from converging (e.g., the
black curve), leading to suboptimal performance. In addition, the best model
performance is achieved by setting the initial learning rate 1e− 3.

Despite the strong capability of weight decay for improving model generaliza-
tion in other domains [32,16], Figure 3(c) draws a different conclusion in WHAR
domain. We can observe that the utilization of different weight decays does not
significantly influence the validation loss. An excessive weight decay may even
increase the validation loss, conversely, setting the weight to 1e − 4 seems to
facilitate a more stable training process.

Figure 3(d) summarizes the validation loss with different batch sizes. Con-
sistent with the conclusion from another independent work [26], a smaller batch
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Fig. 3. Validation loss during model training in control-variates experiment.

size leads to the better model generalization. However, as reported in Figure 1,
it is not a common option in recent WHAR articles.

validation loss validation F1 score

Fig. 4. Mean and standard deviation of the validation loss (left) and macro F1 score
(right) of the models trained on HAPT dataset.

Figure 4 depicts the validation loss and macro F1 score over the epoch dur-
ing the training on HAPT [43] dataset. The solid line represents the mean F1
score w.r.t. subjects, while the shading indicates the corresponding variance.
Our analysis reveals that the validation loss decreases gradually and reaches its
minimum at approximately the 15th epoch. However, the loss tends to increase
progressively thereafter. In contrast, the F1 score continues to improve gradu-
ally even after the 15th epoch. This implies that employing validation loss for
early-stopping may hinder the model from reaching a higher F1 score, which
is the actual metric for evaluating the model performance. Additionally, the
model with early-stopping does not perform as well as the model obtained by
terminating the training at the maximal training epochs.
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Based on the analysis of the control-variates approach, we can conclude that
all the aforementioned factors have a discernible impact on the final performance
of WHAR models. Therefore, their inclusion in academic papers is crucial to
ensuring the reproducibility of experiments.

Table 3. Summary of the datasets used in the experiment. The abbreviations acc,
gyro, mag denote 3d accelerometers, gyroscopes and magnetometers, respectively.

Name #Subjects #Channels #Length #Classes Sensors type Freq

DSADS 8 45 126 19 acc, gyro, mag 25 Hz

HAPT 30 6 128 12 acc, gyro 50 Hz

OPPO 4 77 30 18 acc, gyro, mag 30 Hz

PAMAP2 9 18 168 12 acc, gyro 100 Hz

RWHAR 15 21 128 8 acc 50 Hz

5 Experiment

It has been observed that frequently used training hyperparameters derived from
reviewed articles do not yield an optimal WHAR model. Accordingly, without
using hyperparameter tuning, how should we set the parameters of the training
process to get relatively close to optimal results? To address this, we propose a
hypothesis: by employing the optimal setting for each factor (determined during
the control-variates analysis) for model training (denoted as new), the perfor-
mance of the trained model could be enhanced, surpassing the effectiveness of
the baseline used in section 4 (denoted as comm). Specifically, our approach in-
volves using an Adam optimizer [28] with an initial learning rate of 1e− 3 and
a weight decay of 1e− 4. In addition, a Cosine Scheduler [35] is employed, along
with the application of the cross-entropy loss function [46]. We utilize batch
training with a batch size of 16 and apply the F1 score on the validation set for
early stopping, with a patience of 30 epochs. After training, the optimal model
is chosen based on the best F1 score on the validation set. In this section, we
conduct an experiment to test this hypothesis.

Benchmark WHAR datasets. To ensure experimental fairness, we con-
ducted experiments on five most widely used benchmark datasets, i.e., DSADS [4],
HAPT [43], OPPO [7], PAMAP2 [41], and RW [50]. As summarized in Table 3,
these datasets differ significantly in terms of sensor types, sampling rates, num-
ber of subjects, number of channels, sequence length and application scenarios.
As data preprocessing, we applied sliding windows to split data in segments,
specifically, we employed a 50% overlap between adjacent windows for the train-
ing and validation sets. While for the test set, we used a 90% overlap between
adjacent windows [25].

Model To ensure the generalizability of our new training process, three mod-
els with different structures are utilized as our target models, namely, CNN-
based model (MCNN) [30], hybrid CNN-LSTM model (CNNLSTM) [38], and
transformer-based model (Transformer) [57].

Evaluation and Metric To evaluate the performance of the final obtained
models and demonstrate their generalizability across subjects, we employ the
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LOSO-CV method on all datasets. In response to the category imbalance present
within the WHAR data, we apply the F1 score as the evaluation metric. More-
over, to ensure the robustness of our results, we repeat the experiment five times
using different random seeds and report the average results for all experiments.

Baseline We identified the most frequently utilized training procedure in
the collected academic papers and use them as our baseline (comm). Concretely,
we use an Adam optimizer [28] with an initial learning rate of 1e − 3 without
weight decay. We use the cross-entropy loss to guide the batch training with a
batch size of 256. We employ an LRscheduler that reduces the learning rate by
a factor of 0.1 based on the validation loss with patience of 10 epochs. We apply
early-stopping with the patience of 30 epochs also on validation loss. Finally, we
consider the model with the lowest validation loss as the optimal model.

5.1 Result

Table 4 presents the results of our experiments. We can observe that, the new
training procedure achieved significantly better results compared to the baseline
procedure on all datasets and across all models. This enhancement confirms the
effectiveness of the proposed training procedure. In addition, it is noteworthy
to mention that, this enhancement can be gained without any supplementary
demands on the training resource and any increasing model inference time.

Table 4. LOSO-CV performance (mean F1 score) comparison.

Model Method DSADS HAPT OPPO PAMAP2 RW

MCNN
comm 0.801 0.779 0.405 0.708 0.691
new 0.865 0.802 0.432 0.734 0.747

CNNLSTM
comm 0.854 0.806 0.392 0.735 0.706
new 0.900 0.820 0.395 0.764 0.768

Transformer
comm 0.812 0.767 0.402 0.654 0.598
new 0.872 0.805 0.440 0.758 0.731

6 Conclusion and future work

In this study, we highlight the prevalent trend that, the majority of academic pa-
pers are deficient in providing a comprehensive description of the model training
process. Employing the control-variables analysis, we affirm that, these over-
looked factors exert a significant influence on the model performance. There-
fore, the lack of these descriptions can markedly affect the reproducibility of
the achievements reported in those academic papers. In addition, based on the
control-variates analysis, we propose a new training procedure and test its ef-
fectiveness by conducting extensive experiments on five widely used benchmark
datasets using three models with different architectures. The experiments in-
dicate that, the new training procedure can achieve significantly better results
compared to the most common training procedure on all datasets and all models.
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